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Online Images and Juxtaposition as a Protest 
against Border Violence: 




 This paper analyzes the Independent Media Centers (IMCs’) visual 
imagery about pro-immigration and indigenous transnational protest that 
enables new types of protest portrayals that foster interaction in protests and 
related imagery as well as a more transnational imagery of immigration and 
borders. The San Diego, Arizona, Ciudad Juarez, and Mexican IMC sections 
are analyzed because of their proximity to the U.S.-Mexico border. This 
article focuses on Internet postings that express global understandings of the 
U.S.-Mexico border. The act of posting online may seem to be chaotic or not 
deliberately coordinated by protest groups. “Social machines” conceptualize 
everything as nation-states or capital (Buchanan 2008). Online posting on 
IMC websites are collage-like juxtaposition that creates “time images” that 
can influence individual thought that contradicts social machines (Deleuze 
1989) and enables alternative to protest movements using strange or militant 
protest strategies to obtain the traditional mass media’s attention (see Gitlin 
2003).
Introduction
 This article explores how Independent Media Centers (IMCs) create 
democratic media for pro-immigrant and indigenous rights movements in the 
U.S.-Mexico border region and Mexico. These two movements converge with 
a high-level of indigenous peoples becoming undocumented immigrants to the 




United States and Mexico. These postings, nonetheless, do not always originate 
from either region. IMC lets a variety of people and organizations post on its site. 
While IMCs may seem to be a byproduct of Internet technology enabled freedom, 
their relatively uncontrolled, cinematic-style format enables a break with both 
corporate mass media manipulation and national frames of reference. This paper 
will explain this by doing five things: 1.) explain the background of IMCs; 2.) 
explain mass media’s problematic representation of protest and immigration; 3.) 
formulate a proper approach to studying IMC imagery; 4.) explore how IMCs 
advance a non-homogenous type of protest; and 5.) explore how this becomes a 
political opposition to nationalism. 
Independent Media Centers
 IMC published its first story on November 24, 1999 by anti-globalization 
activists in Seattle to “provide non-corporate accounts of street-level events” 
occurring to protest the World Trade Organization meetings there (Pickard 2006, 
20). One of the aims of the IMC was to let protestors portray themselves, thus 
avoiding “distortions” of protest found in mass-media representation (Atton 2003, 
quoted in Almeida and Irving Lichbach 2003, 256). The IMC mission was not 
limited to the time or the place of the anti-World Trade Organization protest. 
Activists reproduced the original IMC website on 150 websites in 50 countries 
(Pickard 2006, 20) which disseminated multiple political issues. People and 
organizations that post on IMC websites may or may not provide their names.
 IMCs enable political participation on the Internet; however, Internet 
technology alone does not create freedom. Arguing that IMCs enable political 
participation is important for four reasons. First, while the Internet has “a greater 
scope for freedom, autonomy, creativity, and collaboration than previous media,” 
it does not create quality political participation on its own (Lim & Kann 2008, 82). 
Second, the Internet can create an exaggerated sense of “interconnectedness” across 
large spaces (Chavez 2010, 33). Third, the Internet has the potential to continue 
negative, corporate dominant media practices. While the Internet has become 
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important to activist organizing, it has also become commercialized placing activist 
organizations in “the distant margins of cyberspace” (McChesney 2000, 182–184). 
According to Chavez, “the elites that govern transnational economic power are 
often the same elites that govern hypermedia” (2010, 33). Fourth, rather than 
being “a question of technology and technological innovation…” the “Information 
Revolution” is “a matter of differential (and unequal) access to, and control over 
information resources” (Robins & Webster 1999, 91). 
 In absence of a controlling movement organization, there is room for a lot of 
regional political diversity within IMC local organizations. IMCs are a collage of 
self-portrayals created by activist groups. IMC’s generally do not take a strong stance 
toward directing content. IMC’s varying political focuses converge on stopping 
negative consequences of globalization. The Arizona Independent Media Center 
has principles against “exploitation” and “capitalism,” but does not specify what 
ideologies or theories support this view (Arizona Indymedia 2004). The San Diego 
Independent Media Center is “an Anarchist collective” (San Diego Independent 
Media Center 2011). The Los Angeles Independent Media Center describes itself 
as a “non-commercial democratic collective of Los Angeles area independent 
media makers and outlets” (Los Angeles Independent Media Center 2010). The 
Mexico Independent Media Center is against elitist media oppression, does not 
spread governmental or corporate viewpoints, is self-described as revolutionary, 
discourages disrespect for the opinions of opinions other IMC participants, and 
discourages the expression of individual views on their website (Indymedia Mexico 
2008). 
 IMC are not just an Internet news service for activists, but also a platform 
to transform news into protest. The IMC sees taking power over Internet content 
as similar to taking power in street protests (Mamadouh 2004, 485). IMCs utilize 
Internet technology to allow people to post their own news stories and operate 
using “participatory democracy, decentralized, and horizontal decision making, 
and autonomy” (Mamadouh 2004, 485). In this context, activists are struggling to 
create democratic space within cyberspace.
 This article analyzes the San Diego, Arizona, Ciudad Juarez, and Mexico 
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sections of IMCs. These sections are relevant to this article because of their 
proximity to the U.S.-Mexico border. The Mexico section differs because it is 
national, but it also contains postings from Mexican cities and areas near the 
U.S.-Mexico border that do not have their own IMC sections. In the past Tijuana 
and Oaxaca had sections, however, the links to these sections no longer work. 
This article focuses on postings that specifically relate toward a more global 
understanding of a region misunderstood as the border between two nation-states. 
 This research originally searched for articles about the U.S.-Mexico border; 
nonetheless, it became apparent that Indy-Media Mexico and the U.S. branches also 
conceptualized the border as exceeding the national categories of the U.S.-Mexico 
border. Therefore, it is not surprising that IMC websites mention Israeli oppression 
of Palestinians as related to U.S. and Mexican exploitation of immigrants and 
indigenous peoples in Central America. Internet sites that can bypass categories 
of nations and regions enable IMC groups to present these connections. Thus, 
different activist groups can form a collage of news stories that forms connections 
that nation-states obscure. A global border is not simply about Mexico and the 
United States.
The Mass Media Context
 If the Internet can reproduce so many preexisting problems, why should 
activists use the Internet? One, partial answer to this question can be found by 
briefly exploring the mass-media as a context that largely determines successes and 
failure of activists. The mass media can be a negative force, distorting activists’ 
principles (Gitlin 2003, 194). 1960s antiwar activists altered tactics to gain media 
attention and abandoned intellectual purposes and tactics (Gitlin 2003, 182). 
Therefore, it is important to briefly explore how the mass media functions and 
how IMC’s may counter the mass-media’s inadequate reporting on activists and the 
U.S.-Mexico border.
 A brief look at the dangers of government monopolies of media, corporate 
control of mass-media, and the failure of journalists to look at all sources equally 
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when representing minorities will show how IMC websites fill a void of equitable 
participation in media representations. Media representations of immigrants may 
rely on government sources that provide negative representations of immigrants 
which Bennett calls “indexing” (1990). Media accounts of the 2005 French riots, 
involving large immigrant and diaspora groups, relied on official governmental 
sources that often blamed “negatively evaluated groups” instead of “structural 
factors” (Snow, Vliegenthart & Corrigall-Brown 2007, 408). 
 Corporate influence also creates problems in U.S. and Mexican mass-
media. One problem involves media conglomerates dominating the mass media 
(McChesney 2000) which diminishes the quality of news coverage of important 
issues. In Mexico, the relationships between mass-media, neo-liberalism, and 
the national government help create public support for inequality, “celebrities” 
posing as “public intellectuals” challenge old-Mexican ideas while promoting 
neo-liberalism and thus shoring up consent for the Mexican government (Escalante 
Gonzalbo 2006). Rather than taking journalism as a craft to be done well, journalists 
in Mexico City often represent things that were previously published in U.S. and 
Mexican newspapers (Lomnitz 2008, 42) and many journalists in Mexico City 
newspapers write stories from abroad because they can do their work anywhere 
using the Internet (43). Within this problematic set of relations to the mass media, 
it is useful to explain an approach to understanding visual imagery found in IMC 
websites in the next section.
An Approach to Studying Internet Visual Imagery
 This section will outline a few things to explain why this paper uses qualitative 
research of a few images rather than a broader amount of images. These factors 
include: 1.) the non-unitary nature of IMC images; 2.) avoiding a narrative of the 
advance of Internet technology as causing IMC success; 3.) avoiding easy, national 
categories of the border; and 4.) avoiding creating a homogenous category of IMC, 
either on ideology, or as a result of the focus on immigration in this paper. The 
benefits of understanding these factors are that they all focus on the potential of 
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IMC imagery to create thought that contradicts mass media and national narratives 
of the border and immigration, rather than audience reception.
 IMC Images are multiple and not unitary. Since visual images can create a 
“dialogue” of differing ideas that can occur across linguistic divides and space (Doerr 
2010) the images analyzed present different views of desirable immigrant tactics—
patriotism or diasporic identities—and how many people should participate. They 
also depict relevant protests in different countries. This also brings up another issue. 
Information Communication Technologies may be more effective at a transnational 
level, than a national level which means that other forms of protest interaction such 
as “face-to-face” communication are necessary for protests as well (Mattoni 2008). 
Many may fear an absence of face-to-face interactions on the Internet. However, 
activists’ interaction with mass-media in the past helped erode the face-to-face 
interactions essential to healthy movements in favor of “lurid performance” and 
“militant” actions that ended up alienating movements from potential allies in 
the general-public that often hold more moderate viewpoints (Gitlin 2003, 182). 
Therefore, it is important to look at how social-movement imagery and Internet 
technology helps foster interaction—which is why this article explores interactive 
technology. The IMCs are ideal to analyze these tensions because they are open to 
participation and favor both local and global issues (Mamadough 2004, 486). 
 Internet technology is not the only factor enabling the openness of the IMC. 
While the World Wide Web was argued in the late 1990s to “reform” politics and 
make revolutionary changes in “commerce, education, and social relationships” 
this optimism was rooted largely in a Western cultural belief in “technological 
salvation” (Bolter and Grusin 1999, 60–61). Prior to the Internet, new types 
of media made similar promises of unprecedented social changes (Bolter and 
Grusin 1999, 270). With this in mind, the openness of social-movements’ political 
exchange may be more a result of the “social, personal, and political contexts in 
which many global activists define their mutual relationships” (Bennet 2003, 146). 
As previously mentioned, the IMCs arrange themselves along certain principles. 
These principles are the result of human thinking conducted in groups rather 
than a material force originating from Internet technologies. To call this “human 
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thinking” is to emphasize choice done by people rather than things generated 
randomly by computer programs like digitally generated screen-savers or pop-up 
advertisement determined by tracking cookies that automatically mine peoples’ 
web search histories. Yet, what does this relate to outside of the Internet?
 Broadening what the border is and whom the border harms relates to more 
complicated ideas of the border than assuming the border is a line that neatly 
divides two countries. For example Anzaldúa (1987) explains that the Spanish-
language-term, La Frontera is a more appropriate description of the U.S.-Mexico 
border region because it allows for a non-national description of the border. Culture 
and family ties exist on both sides of the border, complicating the idea of a clean 
divide between Mexico and America by the U.S.-Mexico border (Anzaldúa 1987). 
Beyond the issue of culture, Mexican citizens cross the U.S.-Mexico border on 
a daily basis to work in Imperial Valley, California (an estimated 15,000 a day 
to Calexico during the busiest time of the harvest season) (Nevins 2008, 60). 
Describing many different borders, Sassen (2006) argues that the border regions 
extend into countries rather than simply along border-lines. Hence, border issues 
could be present in Chicago, Illinois despite its considerable distance from Canada 
or Mexico (it has a large immigrant population). Blurred national boundaries 
extend far into national territories and consequently are not limited to sub-national 
areas adjacent to the U.S.-Mexico border. 
 Analysis of depictions of the border and subsequent violence should avoid 
assuming that the nation-state is a coherent category. Social sciences need to 
move away from the prioritization of national categories for research purposes 
that Wimmer and Glick Shiller (2003) call “methodological nationalism” because 
using the nation-state as the relevant unit of analysis reproduces the power of the 
nation-state. Considering people and movements as people and movements rather 
than representatives of a nation-state may help avoid methodological nationalism. 
Also, considering the border as a phenomenon rather than a category that should 
divide people into categorizable national populations diminishes methodological 
nationalism.
 Moving beyond representing people as national-categories can occur through 
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analysis that is both discursive and semiotic, i.e. looking at broad ways of describing 
things that influence actions and the idea that images can mean more than one thing 
to different people based on their previous experiences and assumptions (Eco 
1979). This helps avoid over-assuming that national-categories will determine how 
people receive messages. Messages are multi-faceted and based on individual and 
group assumptions that may contradict national expectations. It also provides some 
chance not to over-determine what messages mean, since this can change when 
different people receive them and react differently or when received at different 
times with different contexts. It also means making sure that media goes beyond 
creating the ideal people for the nation-state and/or corporate political economy 
(e.g., Foucault’s term “governmentality” (Kurki 2011, 352)) and instead looking 
at how media encourages participation by people and groups to further their own 
political interests and to be able to express their unique and different viewpoints.
 Since IMCs portray a single activity, protest, it is tempting, yet incorrect, to 
expect consistency. Protest groups may appear unified, when represented in images, 
but contain intense difference especially since groups develop under different local 
and national circumstances (Teune 2011, 86). Therefore, it is likely that IMCs will 
differ in images and viewpoints along a few different lines. First, the IMCs are 
global, national and regional. There is an Independent Media Center for the United 
States in general but also regional IMCs for Arizona, Los Angeles, California, and 
San Diego, California. While these sub-national and municipal IMCs are involved 
in national issues—immigration and the border—regional IMCs depict different 
sub-national and municipal politics and protests. Accordingly, inbuilt regional 
variation implies that IMCs do not advance a uniform, consistent message. Second, 
IMCs have a hands-off approach to content. This leaves the possibility open for 
substantial change in the content over time. It is difficult to predict events, people, 
or reactions posted on IMCs, especially since people posting may be anonymous.
 The above considerations have led the research away from categorizing 
images into quantitatively representative categories that create taxonomies of 
things represented, rather than an analysis of how specific images can create 
thought. Research that represents any unified field of IMC activity might diminish 
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the multi-faceted, participatory nature of the movement. While, this research paper 
focuses specifically on immigration and the border; it is important to keep in mind 
that IMC websites focus on other issues in ways that differ from academic writing. 
IMC Images that Offer an Alternative to Mass Media
 In contrast to mass media’s negative representation of immigrants and 
protest movements, IMC images analyzed in this section present non-standard 
representations. Some examples of mass media’s Negative representations of 
immigrants include, Mexican immigrant as similar to toxic pollution (Cisneros 
2008), health threats needing to be kept out of the United States (Hill 2006, 794), 
increased “crime,” “terrorism” (Cisenros 2008, 585), and portrayals as “threats” 
while not providing “human stories” that explain why they come to the United States 
(592). In contrast, IMC images resemble time-images (Deleuze 1989) because they 
avoid a standard, pre-identified type of representation dictated to the viewer. IMC 
images analyzed in this section do not have an ideal type of crowd, small or big, 
or person, young, old, liberal, conservative, patriot, anarchist, American, Mexican, 
and so on. Yet, they have a coherence that emerges through thin explanations. It is 
up to the viewer to decide. IMC images here also do not favor a present tense time 
frame, but rather, like the time image, can move between different times.
 Anonymous participation on the web supports multiple sizes of protest. In 
“Direct Action halts fence construction for an hour!” (Kilo 2009), posted on 
the Independent Media Center San Diego website, there is a picture, “640_
make_friends-dan_4_8_09.jpg,” of a man, named “D,” standing alone in front 
of construction equipment along the U.S.-Mexico border fence. The landscape is 
isolating, a yellow construction vehicle in front of him, a chain-link fence and arid 
grass-land behind him (it is difficult to determine if this is agriculture or a populated 
area). The man’s facial expressions are serious. He holds a small sign that says 
“Make Friends.” The supporting text, posted by someone signed on as “kilo” 
criticizes people for not attending. The juxtaposed image and text allows protest 
from people who may not be able to gather a large group of people.
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 The Independent Media Center Los Angeles site’s portrayal of the Los Angeles 
May 1st, 2006 immigrant demonstrations reveal both a move toward portraying 
immigration advocacy as something average people can do and a move toward 
more participatory interaction with media. Leslie Radford’s (2006) portrayals of 
the demonstrations in “La Gran Marcha: The Sleeping Giant Awakes,” provides 
images of the immigrant activists that are everyday people, rather than celebrities 
or violent protestors. The mass media often makes protests less attractive to the 
public by focusing on trivial things or focusing on violent and/or offensive acts 
(Gitlin 2003, 182). Rather than focusing on democratic aspects of 1960s anti-war 
movements, the mass media focused on flag burning and communism within 
protests (ibid., 182). Therefore, it is essential for social movements to be able to 
portray themselves in ways that create public empathy and perhaps participation. 
The images in Radford’s articles are not violent and do not usually disrespect 
mainstream U.S. values. 
 Displaying the American flag can link New Left protest to conservative 
constituencies. In the first photo, titled “frontline_line,” there is a row of protestors 
with a priest in the middle. In the crowd, a protestor is holding a large American 
flag. Following 9/11, displaying the American flag became a sign of loyalty to the 
United States in the face of terrorism. Consequently, the symbolism of the flag links 
the immigrants toward mainstream U.S. values. It is not simply a sign of patriotic, 
nationalist loyalty. Anti-war movements used patriotic discourses such as “support 
the troops” during the Gulf War and Iraq War to “mobilize opposition to the war” 
(Coy, Woehrle, & Maney 2008, 162). Likewise, protestors carrying U.S. flags in 
the May 1st, 2006 protests may have created positive mass-media representations 
(Edgerly, Toft, & Veden 2011). Patriotic symbols can render controversial demands 
agreeable to a conservative public.
 The protestors’ signs communicate demands that mainstream conservative 
Americans often do not agree with: “Amnestia: Full Rights for All Immigrants!” The 
Spanish-language, rather than English-language term for Amnesty is used. Using 
Spanish language keeps this from being a purely U.S., national representation, in 
the nationalist, xenophobic sense. Simultaneously, the American Flag keeps this 
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from appearing as a jest against American national-identity. In another image, 
“we_respect_this_country,” a row of Latino men walk in front of a large banner 
with the caption “We respect this country. If working hard and achieving our goal 
is a crime, then we are guilty.” In front of the sign are American flags. The image 
portrays immigrants not as people that are in the United States to steal jobs from 
Americans, but rather people that are in the United States to work.
 Radford’s dual portrayal of patriotism to the United States and loyalty to 
other national identities strategically incorporates strategies not explainable using 
a single nation-state category. Patriotic visual imagery alone is not sufficient to 
communicate movement goals to the U.S. public. While the use of U.S. patriotic 
imagery helped create a more favorable image of the May 1 2006 Demonstration, 
it neither stopped anti-immigrant critiques nor effectively conveyed pro-immigrant 
policy demands to the mass media (Edgerly, et al. 2011). As an alternative to 
such strategies, Radford (2006) also chose to include pictures of protesters with 
slightly different viewpoints on the relationship between immigrant and diaspora 
communities and the United States. There is a picture of a man with a sign that 
says “Chican@,” a reference to the Chicana/o movement which often used pre-
Columbian imagery and a confrontational stance to the U.S. government to protest 
oppression of people of Mexican descent in the United States. Another picture 
shows a boy with an El Salvadorian flag. These provide a different version of civic 
engagement. 
 This civic engagement focuses on normalcy, rather than strange or militant 
behavior. This is an important contrast to mass-media’s often negative portrayals of 
immigrants. The people in the images appear to be normal because they do not wear 
extremely expensive or outrageous clothing. In “sea_of_white_shirts7” the camera 
looks down a hill at many hundreds, or possible a thousand protesters walking up 
a street in white shirts. The sheer number of people suggests that this is a normal, 
rather than a fringe protest. The protestor’s outfits, white shirts, promote a positive 
image in the mass media (Chander 2007). By appearance, the protestors are not 
from militant, far-left or counter-culture groups. They appear to be regular people 
encountered in everyday life. 
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 The IMC portrayal of the May 1, 2006 protest goes beyond simple representation 
to include audience participation. This is not simply a function of the Internet, 
even though Internet technology enables it. German-born Bertol Brecht created 
audience participation for Left-wing theatre in the early to mid-Twentieth-Century 
(see Jameson 1998). Brecht’s vision has not consistently been the norm with high-
technology mass-communication. In the early 1960s, McLuhan (1964) warned 
about with new forms of mass media making audiences passive. Nonetheless, 
there are opportunities years after the May 1st, 2006 Protest to participate in IMC 
imagery. There are opportunities for viewers to complain about the imagery. Under 
most of the photos there are radio buttons that the viewer can click on to express 
their reactions: 1) “offtopic,” 2) “double post,” 3) “spam,” 4) “advertisement,” 5) 
“hate/insult,” 6) “fraud,” and 7) “BestOfIMC.” These choices make it possible 
for the viewer to express their grievances or approval of the photos. While these 
questions have a lot to do with the quality of the website, such as whether an 
image relates to the topic, is “offtopic” or is a “double post,” the opportunity for 
the viewer to name the image as “hate/insult” or “fraud” opens the opportunity 
to critique portrayals of minorities. (The majority of people photographed were 
Latina/os, a population often subject to negative representations in media.)
 IMC’s visual images of protests use collage and different photo-techniques 
to build legitimacy and show cross-generational alliances. When compared with 
the above depictions of the May 1, 2006 protests and the next image avoid giving 
favorable coverage to one political viewpoint only: e.g., representing patriotic 
immigrant activists but not anarchists or socialists (following the overall mission 
statements of IMCs studied here). In Arizona’s Independent Media Center’s (2006) 
“Tens of thousands in marches across Arizona” there is a collage of three photos of 
demonstrations. The top photo has men and women dressed in black with their right 
arms raised in fists. There is a sign that says “dignity.” The middle photograph, 
photographed from above, is a black and white shot of a large number of protesters 
marching. The bottom photograph, superimposed in front of the middle black and 
white photograph, is of men and women protesting. The images show ordinary 
people rather than celebrities or violent protesters. Nobody is destroying property. 
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People in the top appear to be members of subcultures which link the protest to 
students and other activists who spend more time with different youth subcultures. 
The people in the middle positioned, black and white photograph, are difficult to 
completely see on the website. This contradicts the logic of mainstream digital 
art—especially when juxtaposed with the color photographs. Digital art typically 
prefers to erase the human process of visual image creation by avoiding unusual 
photo-effects that show human processing of photos (Bolter & Grusin 1999, 28). 
Black and white photographs often reference older photographic media—before 
the advent of color photography. Consequently, the black and white photos place 
the protest within a longer time frame, i.e. struggles in the 1950s and 1960s, 
rather than the mass media’s present-tense focus. This is also likely since the 
black and white photograph is placed between the photograph of young, counter-
culture demonstrators and the photograph that focuses on slightly older, more 
conservatively dressed demonstrators thus symbolically evoking a long history of 
labor, immigration, and civil-rights struggles in the American Southwest. Yet, could 
this refusal of homogenous activist identities—based on protest sizes, nationalities, 
ideologies, or age—be more than a critique of mass-media technique? The next 
section will show how this refusal opposes national political power.
IMC Images that Offer an Alternative to Methodological 
Nationalism
 Mexican activists analyzed in this section are part of transnational movements 
to change Mexico and the world beyond their national borders. This contrasts 
with social-science scholarship’s often unintentional “methodological nationalism” 
(Wimmer & Glick Schiller 2003) because the IMC Mexico visual images researched 
here contradict assumptions that the U.S.-Mexico border is simply about two 
countries. National categorizations, i.e. the United States and Mexico, are not 
valid descriptions (ibid.) of activists studied or of issues that are important to them. 
This section applies the non-homogenous nature of images from the last section to 
images that protest national governments’ violence against immigrants. 
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 IMC sites studied here are not images of violence, but images of protestors 
and authors doing positive things instead of resigning to the “structure” of violence 
that often uphold nation-states (see Lundborg & Vaughan 2011; and Giddens 1986 
for problem of structure). IMC website publications often promote stories about 
the local and the international (Mamadough 2004, 486). IMC websites question 
the brutal treatment of undocumented immigrants by the United States, Mexico, 
and Central American governments. Accordingly, images explored in this section 
do not describe immigration as a problem between Mexico and the United States 
only. The focus was: 1.) non-Mexican immigrants travelling through Mexico; and 
2.) protests in other countries that affect Mexican people and governance.
 Lupe Revueltas (2011) article “«Ahí Dios verá»: Migrante hondureño” 
describes immigration by Central American immigrants and provides photos 
that help create thought about immigration. The potential for this thought lies in 
a medium from before the Internet: cinema. Deleuze (1989) explores cinema’s 
potential to create less-mediated, more independent thought that arises while 
someone experiences the juxtaposition of images, or views images with less 
information than is usually available. The photographs on IMC websites are not 
necessarily digital or Internet art, rather they are photographs uploaded to the 
Internet and may follow logics from other media such as photography and cinema. 
In Reveulta’s article there is a photo called “Los que se van…” (L. Revueltas & 
Revueltas 2011a) (the title is in a pop-up caption). This black and white photo, 
shot from ground level, is of a railroad track curving into the distance. On the 
train tracks, there is a pair of sandals apparently abandoned by their owner. In 
the distance, the track curves around a fence. In the background there is a person 
walking away, back turned toward the camera. Little can be determined about the 
person whose body is a very small portion of the photograph which prohibits the 
viewer from taking in many relevant details. Questions remain. Is this a man or a 
woman? Is this an undocumented immigrant walking toward the United States or 
a citizen of the place the photograph was taken in? Was the photo real, or staged 
to convey a message? If these sandals belonged to an undocumented immigrant, 
are they litter or an artifact of a violent crime committed against immigrants 
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by the Mexican government and/or organized crime? Western society typically 
“accepted the idea that a photograph captures the world” (Bolter & Grusin 1999, 
12) even though digital photography disrupts this. As a photo that is ambiguously 
situated within documentary and digital photography genres, this photo may not 
clarify reality, but instead lead us to think through the above questions. Perhaps the 
unsettling nature of the photo is the absence of readily understandable information. 
This may compel the viewer to further probe the issue.
 The absence of facts does not make it impossible for the viewer to fill in the 
blanks. A journalistic photograph makes sense because of a set of “stereotypes” 
that the viewer brings to interpret symbols (Barthes 1978, 22). A better type of 
image can be found in the film Sin Nombre (Fukunaga 2009) about undocumented 
Central American immigrants on a perilous migration through Mexico, there is a 
preexisting image of Mexico. This pre-existing image neither means that violence 
against undocumented immigrants in movies is not real nor that viewers of “«Ahí 
Dios verá»: Migrante hondureño” make interpretations on assumptions alone. I am 
saying that such photographs, with little explanation, potentially create meaning by 
linking to general, unnamed events.
 While the photo of the sandals lying on a railroad track portrays despair, 
Revueltas and Revueltas’ color photographs of people provide an alternative 
to violence against immigrants in Central America. For example, the full-color 
photograph “Mural” (L. Revueltas & Revueltas 2011b) depicts four people sitting 
in front of a mural. The article juxtaposes this photograph with writing that 
says “Los que se van” and photographs of people interacting. The fact that this 
photograph is on an IMC website suggests that people are engaged in actions to 
help undocumented immigrants. The article impels viewers to volunteer to help 
Central American immigrants which prevents the photograph “Los que se van” 
from becoming a “reification discourse” (Giddens 1986) that critiques various 
forms of violence caused by structures (the economy and governance for example) 
but in the process makes these same structures seem inevitable and consequently 




 When portraying protests against the Mexican nation-state’s violent action, 
articles on Independent Media Center Mexico also look toward a global audience in 
a way that fosters global action. The global images suggest how IMCs are looking 
beyond a bordered nation-state to solve problems (see Keck 1995 for a similar 
process elsewhere). An article posted in 2010 by Robot “Acciones de solidaridad 
con México en París,” contains a visual image of protesters in Paris protesting in 
front of the Mexican embassy on April 30, 2010. The people in the photo were 
protesting the Mexican government’s violence against activists attempting to help 
indigenous people in San Jaun Copala, Oaxaca, Mexico. Paramilitary groups shot a 
caravan killing two and wounding fifteen people (Robot 2010a). 
 The relation to Mexican nationalism and trans-nationalism in these images 
and the accompanying text is somewhat complicated. The protest was on April 
30th, 2010 and directed against the Mexican government. Yet, the photo was 
posted on May 5th, 2010. May 5th is the “Cinco de Mayo” holiday that celebrates 
a Mexican military victory over French occupation soldiers in Mexico on May 5th, 
1862. (U.S. people inaccurately observe this holiday as a celebration of Mexican 
independence from Colonial rule.) The date of the posting helps juxtapose Mexican 
anti-colonial struggles with the irony of Mexico repressing indigenous people and 
working people in globalization (especially with resource extraction and labor 
exploitation by (often U.S.) multi-national corporations. However, like the U.S. 
pro-immigrant May 1 2006 protests in Los Angeles, California, the portrayals of 
the protest do not necessarily follow a frame that disfavors patriotism (in this case 
Mexico). Rather, the text of the title “Acciones de solidaridad con México en París” 
suggests solidarity with Mexico but not with the Mexican nation-state per se. It 
critiques the Mexican-nation-state for its brutality against Mexican citizens. Robot 
(2010a) also links the increased free-trade and extraction of natural resources in 
Mexico as a factor that forces working class Mexicans to leave their land and 
immigrate to wealthy countries that have extensive barriers to immigration. This 
suggests national-identity as something other than fixed to a territorial nation-state 
or its bureaucratic apparatus. It also suggests a new, transnational way to protest 
this in light of the changes to the nation-state: i.e. increased immigration, increased 
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mobility of people across borders, and the transnational nature of Internet platforms 
such as the IMC.
 Related protests of solidarity with Mexican activists in Athens, Greece 
questioned ideas of the Mexican nation-state’s national myth of revolution. The 
text in Robot’s (2010) article about these protests, “Acto de solidaridad con la 
rebeldia zapatista y los luchadores de Mexico, en Atenas, Grecia,” clarifies that 
the protest was against a celebration of the Mexican revolution in Athens, Greece. 
A representative from the Mexican embassy, the secretariat of Greek culture, and 
people from four Latin American embassies attended the celebration (there was 
not a specific list of attendees). Protestors interrupted this event by shouting about 
the war against the Zapatistas in Mexico. The text mentions the indigenous roots 
of the Mexican revolution. The signs (as mentioned in the text) question what the 
Mexican government is celebrating about the revolution. Robot provides a list 
of questions asking if the Mexican government is celebrating brutality against 
indigenous people in Mexico, the nationwide murder of women, the destruction 
of the Mexican environment, and the exploitation of Mexican immigrants in the 
United States (Robot 2010).
 The above portrayals of indigenous and impoverished people in relation to 
Mexico and the United States exists in a context of the Mexican government’s 
misappropriation of Mexico’s revolutionary and indigenous roots and 
misunderstandings about Mexican immigrants’ identity. Mexican history has often 
been distorted away from its working class/indigenous revolutionary history to 
support authoritarian governance and neo-liberal exploitation of Mexican people 
(Lomnitz 2008). Moreover, since the 1980s, many of the Mexican immigrants that 
arrive in the United States from Central Mexico have often been peasants who are 
indigenous people engaging in a “survival strategy” in the face of collapsing rural 
economies (Roberts 1997, 258). This was in response to failed Mexican agricultural 
development strategies that often made it difficult for Mexican peasants to farm on 
their own land (Roberts 1997). The indigenous background of many “Mexican” 
immigrants is under-recognized in the United States too. Increasingly, many 
Mexican immigrants are indigenous and speak indigenous languages as a first 
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language (Fox 2006, 40–41).
 The visual images presented in the article do not directly represent the above 
injustices as they occur in Mexico. Rather, they depict people taking action against 
Mexico on a simultaneously local and global scale in Athens. There is one photo 
near the title of the article. It is of a man standing in front of a black protest 
banner, in Greek language. At the bottom of the page, below the text, there are four 
photographs. One photo is unambiguously of protestors holding a protest sign, two 
are of protest signs (without people holding them), one appears to be of embassy 
officials, but it is difficult to tell because of a lack of captions and the small size 
of the pictures. The near impossibility of identification and the use of questions, 
not statements, about visual elements of the Mexican embassy, enables something 
other than confusion; it forces viewers to question what is happening, rather than to 
accept nation-states’ representations of international politics. While Robot (2010) 
has definite answers, the fact that he begins with questions disrupts some of the 
national frames of Mexico: i.e. that it is a revolutionary nation-state. Moreover, the 
lack for definition of the photos potentially leads the viewer (following Deleuze 
(1989)) to insert their own ideas about what is occurring or preferably, what 
should be happening. But it is important to remember that this freedom to choose 
is not an encouragement of individualistic creativity per se that could create 
anything: political or apolitical, pro-immigrant or anti-immigrant, anti-corporate 
or corporate, and so on. The lack of definition elicits a creative, though focused, 
critique of the basic preconditions of nationalism and state violence.
Conclusion
 The images analyzed in this article bypass simple national categories of 
activism. Media images sometimes influence membership from different regions 
of a country (Gitlin 2003). Hence, IMC websites can be a powerful, globally 
applicable tool, for protest organizers in the current age of transnational activism 
with potentially less of the poor, mass media representations that Gitlin (2003) 
mentioned.
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 Alternative media can fill in a void left by mass-media’s inadequate portrayals 
of protest. Such activities are important for organizing. The mass-media has 
provided negative images of protest, therefore, making some people believe that 
they could not protest because of offensive imagery or tactics, even though they 
agree with protesters (Gitlin 2003, 182). In contrast, IMC’s presents a channel for 
protest groups to broadcast their viewpoint using methods that they want to use 
with a minimum of negative interference from the mass media. 
 IMC visual imagery portrays protest in ways that are different from mass 
media. These portrayals move viewers toward a human, transnational frame by 
minimizing divides between viewers and those portrayed. A human, transnational 
frame is a focused portrayal where people, rather than nation-states, interact in 
a form of international politics that bypasses national borders and governments. 
This open-ended system moves viewers toward what Deleuze (1989) calls the 
time image. The viewer must think through a collage of images and text, rather 
than receive orders, from the creators of media. IMCs also reverse the usual media 
practice of covering “the event, not the underlying condition” (Gitlin 2003, 28) 
and describing a protest as a criminal activity rather than as “a statement about 
the world” (271). Some IMC websites cover larger protests that mass media also 
cover. Unlike mass-media, IMCs engage with larger protests without freezing their 
portrayals in the past. Screen clickable buttons that allow the viewer years later to 
rate the representational value of the pictures continue The May 1, 2006 protests’ 
interactivity beyond the present tense frames of news reporting (which would 
have largely forgotten these protests by now). This encouragement of the viewers’ 
potential to think and act independently is not entirely particular to technological 
advances of the Internet, but rather to choices of the IMC because the potential 
audience rating could have occurred in other mediums such as cinema, theater, or 
written surveys.
 IMC protest images avoid imposing homogenous ideological or generational 
frameworks. The portrayals of the May 1, 2006 protest show a variety of people 
protesting using both patriotic symbolism such as displays of the American flag 
and portrayals that depart from patriotism such as “Chican@” signs, El Salvadorian 
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flags, and a depiction of Uncle Sam harassing indigenous people. The portrayals of 
Arizona protests show both youth affiliated with counter cultures and older people 
not dressed in counter-culture fashions protesting. IMC websites maintain a focus 
without imposing conformity.
 The IMC Mexico website is an example of Internet protest imagery that 
avoids methodological nationalism. IMC websites do not depict violence 
against undocumented immigrants as a U.S. problem alone. To the contrary, 
IMC websites show violent xenophobia in Central American countries directed 
against undocumented immigrants from Honduras (a Central American country 
located south of Mexico). IMC websites juxtapose images that disrupt habitual 
thought that ignores violence against immigrants with images of people protesting 
anti-immigrant violence. Protests against the Mexican government at Mexican 
embassies in Paris, France, and Athens, Greece showed photos of people protesting 
the embassies and, in the article about Athens, the protest signs. This is an example 
of IMCs discussing government violence without repeating a “reifying discourse” 
(see Giddens 1986) which attempts to protest violence, but instead leads to 
resignation to governments’ violence.
 IMCs provide exciting alternatives to mass media representations of borders 
which often replicate what Buchanan (2003) calls a “social machine,” in other 
words subsuming everything into the orbit of nation-states and capital. As per the 
mass media’s national representations, while academics have known about trans-
nationalism and how inadequate the concept of the border is for some time (Sassen 
2006), IMC images analyzed in this paper show how alternative media can put 
non-national identities into practice. As per capital, the IMC’s anti-globalization 
framework challenges corporate media’s prioritization of reporting in profitable 
ways over reporting on the well-being of immigrants and indigenous peoples. Yet, 
IMCs do not ignore nation-states and capital. Rather, imagery analyzed here avoids 
both national and corporate hierarchies without creating imagery that is completely 
alienating to the mainstream public.
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